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RY100 SEMI AUTOMATIC KEY DUPLICATING MACHINE
Affordably  priced semi-automatic, stick-shift, high speed,  key machine with a  
80mm (3.15) HSS cutter wheel, machinist grade key  vises with parallel action,   
and full-function key gauges.
Features—
 Slotted top vises are easily reversed 
 without removing wing nuts.
 Full-function key gauging for 

shoulder,tip and Best.
 Carriage travel in excess of 1 5/8".
 Oversized 3/16" diameter wing 

nut studs and radial needle thrust 
bearings.       RY100

   2,12400

ROTO PUSHERTM

FOR GM TELESCOPIC STEERING WHEELS
Perfect partner to the Roto Puller. Features unique access plate 
depressor made specifically for GM standard, tilting and telescoping 
steering columns. Designed to lock the telescoping steering shaft 
in place when servicing the access plate.For standard threaded(not 
Metric) GM vehicles.
NOT FOR AIRBAG EQUIPPED VEHICLES

Features—
 Solid construction with premium components.
 Easy to use with complete instructions.

ROTO PULLERTM

UNIVERSAL STEERING WHEEL PULLER

Actually three steering wheel pullers in one.  Includes three sets of 
built-in puller bolts for three different threaded(standard, not metric) 
sizes for use on GM, Dodge, Ford and AMC vehicles.
Features—
 Solid construction with premium components.
 Built-in ball thrust bearing
 Easy to use with complete instructions.

RYTAN RY256RAMM 

RYTAN APPLIED MACHINE FOR MEDECO
Double-duty, speedy, semi-automatic key 
duplicating machine that will cut standard 
cylinder as well as high security Medeco, 
Emhart and Biaxial keys.

While offering great capacity and versa-
tility, RAMM uses a standard cutter wheel 
and stylus.  Its two large 1 3/8" ball bearing 
assemblies on the cutter shaft enable proper 
adjustment of cutter wheel center line for 
angled cuts.  RY256’s 3/4" carriage shaft 
is the largest in the industry.  Its powerful 
115V AC motor will operate on a 500 watt 
REDI-LINE generator.  The polyflex drive belt has a deep 600 ‘V’ that resists slippage.

Optional code duplicating conversion kit is available.  Sold with a one year limited 
warranty.
Features—
 Single-handed operation to change cutter angle.  Same 

control locks cutter head in straight or angled positions
 Large carriage with wide spaced key vises
 Massive, solid machine base
 Built-in cutter shaft lock for easier wheel removal
 Factory built full-function key gauges.
 Simple, reliable depth adjustment

RY200

2,59600

RY23

17600

RY29

12600

RY256

2,93600

KEY MACHINE
AUTO IGNITION SERVICE TOOLS

RY200 UNIVERSAL KEY DUPLICATING MACHINE WITH 4-WAY JAWS
• Universal 4-way jaws that fit more keys
• One cutter cuts all cylinder keys
•Built-in full function key gauging
 - Top shoulder gauge standard keys
 - Tip gauge keys such as Ford
 - Behind the tip such as Best & Falcon
• Built in cutter shaft lock
• Wide spaced vises for large keys

Wire Brush Kit
$42.75 Value

INCLUDED

Key Gauge Protector
$29.95 Value

INCLUDED

Adjustable Stylus
.0005" Accurate

$59.95 Value
INCLUDED

12VDC  model available, same price.

RY2000 EXTREME PUNCH
10 Models To Choose From

RY2000SCH Schlage Classic, Everest
RY2000SCR Schlage Reverse
RY2000A2 Best I-Core (Cuts from bow to tip)
RY2000ARWF Arrow Flexcore
RY2000ARW Arrow
RYDEX  Dexter
RYKW  Kwikset
RYWES  Weslock
RYWEI  Weiser
RYCO70  Corbin

All machines the same price:

1,63000
For an additional 712.00, you can get a dual ma-
chine, combining cutting abilities for two different 
manufacturers on the same machine.
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“THE PROFESSIONAL SERIES” LOCK PICK INSTRUMENT 
SETS

All Rytan instruments are made of the finest stainless steel or blue clock spring 
steel, hardened and finished to high performance standards.

Dual-component, form-fitting ergonomic handles are permanently fused for as-
sured long life.  Provided in top grain leather instruction cases.

CYLINDER REMOVAL TOOL FOR KWIKSET

The Rytan Cylinder Removal Tool Pops the cylinders out of popular 
“400” series knob locks in a jiffy!  The self-aligning design insures that 
the expanding tips come in direct contact with the retainer clips every 
time.  Simply insert the tool and push the spring loaded handle -- out 
pops the cylinder. Mfd. of machined alloy steel & aluminum.  

RY-36

6300

The unique new Plug Spinner from Rytan will turn 
the plug past the shear line without relocking. 
Will not overspin the plug, as rotation is confined 
to 180o either left or right. Simply cock the shaft 
knob, insert tip into key way and push the button! 

     RYTAN PLUG SPINNER

Type 1-9 Instruments
Our most economical set.  Down-sized and ideal for the student 
or apprentice locksmith.
Contains traditional rake, hook, and diamond style picks, plus 
basic tension wrenches, broken key extractors and double-ended 
combination instruments.

RYP-15  64.50

Type 2 - 11 Instruments
Affordable priced assortment of traditional sized tools plus broken 
key extractors as well as “L” and adjustable tweezer wrenches.

RYP-13  70.00

Type 3 -10 Instruments w/ Mini Picks
One of our most popular sets.  An exciting new concept in picking 
tools.  The pick blades are scaled down by 20% making them ideal 
for opening locks with small keyways.  Great for groovings that 
confine the movement of traditional tools.
Includes key extractors and tension tools.

RYMRPK-10 72.40

Type 4 - 16 Instruments
A medium sized set that includes the popular traditional size 
styles and our new Triple Ball, Diamond-Hook and Riffle designs.

RYPK  124.00

Type 5 - 32 Instruments
Similar to the Type 4 set, but extra emphasis on rake styles.  Includes 
all types of tension wrenches and extra key extractors.

RYPK-32 214.00

Type 7 - 25 Instruments
Our newest and most popular pick set.  Eight of the most important 
traditional picks and all five miniature styles.  Includes an extended 
assortment of tension wrenches and broken key extractors.

RYRMP  182.00

 TOOLS
 LOCK PICK INSTRUMENT SETS

RY-57

6050

Picks Available Individually

RY-57RB
Replacement Blades 
for RY57

2500

RY-36RB
Replacement Blades 
for RY36

2500

“PLUG POPPER”
GLOVE COMPARTMENT PLUG REMOVAL TOOL

Complete servicing system for removing glove compartment cylinder plugs from 
the following popular American-made vehicle: Chrysler 1989-UP, Ford 1979-UP, 
General Motors 1982-UP and Jeep 1987-UP.

Enables use of 
Rytan’s special-
ized progression 
methods to gener-
ate various keys 
for the vehicle.

RY17

7990
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